Small Business Accountancy Firm of the Year
HfM Tax & Accounts

United Kingdom

HfM are a small, experienced and efficient firm with longserving staff offering a personal service in all areas of tax and
accounting. They specialise in residence and domicile tax issues
as well as setting up and managing cloud accounting systems for
businesses.
Their primary service is dealing with tax affairs and bookkeeping
for clients including production of annual accounts and tax
returns. Increasingly, they are involved in helping clients to
grow their business and make them more profitable through the
creation and implementation of better systems, better reporting
and strategic advice.

The Corporate LiveWire judging
panel commend HfM for providing
a cost-effective way for clients
to achieve growth and improve
profitability.

Their clients range from sole traders and small limited companies
up to multi-partner professional service firms and partnerships
involved in a huge variety of industries and services. HfM are
dedicated to building long-term relationships with each client
by continually providing access to senior tax advisors for friendly
support and advice as well as always being on hand to assist them
when needed.
HfM provide a complete yet simple and straightforward approach
that removes the pain of dealing with tax. They help and support
clients in their business and personal tax affairs without the
confusing language you hear from many firms – and all at a
reasonable price, agreed in advance. HfM offer fixed-price services
so that clients are clear about fees before the work begins.
The Corporate LiveWire judging panel commend HfM for
providing a cost-effective way for clients to achieve growth and
improve profitability. In particular, they noted the important work

HfM have achieved in completely modernising the way many
businesses operate by providing cloud access to accounting
records which in turn helps clients to run their business more
efficiently.
In addition, the judging panel were impressed with the expertise
of the team which not only pertains to their tax and accounting
skills but also their in-depth knowledge and understanding of
the complexities relating to each individual client. This personal
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approach taken by HfM enables them to work with clients to
implement a tailored service that provides exactly what they
need, when they need it, without complication.
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